We describe a method that exploits data from the GALEX ultraviolet and WISE and 2MASS infrared source catalogs, combined with proper motions and empirical pre-main sequence isochrones, to identify candidate nearby, young, low-mass stars. Applying our method across the full GALEXcovered sky, we identify 2031 mostly M-type stars that, for an assumed age of 10 (100) Myr, all lie within ∼150 (∼90) pc of Earth. The distribution of M spectral subclasses among these ∼2000 candidate young stars peaks sharply in the range M3-M4; these subtypes constitute 50% of the sample, consistent with studies of the M star population in the immediate solar neighborhood. We focus on a subset of 58 of these candidate young M stars in the vicinity of the Tucana-Horologium Association. Only 20 of these 58 candidates were detected in the ROSAT All-Sky X-ray Survey -reflecting the greater sensitivity of GALEX for purposes of identifying active nearby, young stars, particularly for stars of type M4 and later. Based on statistical analysis of the kinematics and/or spectroscopic followup of these 58 M stars, we find that 50% (29 stars) indeed have properties consistent with Tuc-Hor membership, while 12 are potential new members of the Columba Association, and two may be AB Dor moving group members. Hence, ∼75% of our initial subsample of 58 candidates are likely members of young (age ∼10-40 Myr) stellar moving groups within 100 pc, verifying that the stellar color-and kinematics-based selection algorithms described here can be used to efficiently isolate nearby, young, low-mass objects from among the field star population. Future studies will focus on characterizing additional subsamples selected from among this list of candidate nearby, young M stars.
INTRODUCTION
The past two decades have seen the discovery of a number of young (age<100 Myr) stellar moving groups and associations within ∼100 pc of Earth (for reviews see Song 2004 and Torres et al. 2008) . By studying stars in these moving groups one can observe the evolution of stellar properties as a function of juvenile ages. Nearby young stars and brown dwarfs are excellent targets for studies of gasrich circumstellar disks (e.g., Qi et al. 2004 Qi et al. , 2006 Qi et al. , 2008 Hughes et al. 2008; Kastner et al. 2008; Rodriguez et al. 2010; Zuckerman & Song 2012 ) and direct imaging surveys of young Jupiters (e.g., Chauvin et al. 2004 Chauvin et al. , 2005 Marois et al. 2008 Marois et al. , 2010 Lagrange et al. 2010) . At present, the initial mass functions of these young stellar groups are poorly determined for spectral types later than ∼M2 (e.g., Torres et al. 2008; Shkolnik et al. 2011; Schlieder et al. 2012a) . In contrast, the field population of M dwarfs peaks strongly at spectral types M3-M5 (see Farihi et al. 2005; Henry et al. 2006; Reid et al. 2007; Bochanski et al. 2010; Stelzer et al. 2013 , and references therein) suggesting a significant number of nearby, young stars with spectral types later than M3 remains to be discovered. Identification of additional young moving group members, particularly low-mass stars, is a key step both in our understanding of the processes involved in the early stages of stellar and substellar evolution and in searches for recently formed planets.
Given the incompleteness of the young moving groups at the low-mass end, many programs are actively searching for these "missing" M-dwarfs with a variety of techniques (e.g., see Rodriguez et al. 2011; Riedel et al. 2011; Shkolnik et al. 2011 Shkolnik et al. , 2012 Schlieder et al. 2012a; Malo et al. 2013 ; and references therein). Several techniques exploit the ultraviolet and X-ray properties of lowmass stars. As low-mass (M<1 M ⊙ ) pre-main sequence stars descend to the main sequence, their deep convective envelopes combine with differential rotation to produce strong magnetic dynamos. This stellar dynamo generates high levels of chromospheric and coronal activity; the former is a source of ultraviolet (UV) emission while the latter contributes to X-ray emission (Linsky et al. 2001; Preibisch & Feigelson 2005; Stelzer et al. 2013) . Recent work (Findeisen et al. 2011; Rodriguez et al. 2011; Shkolnik et al. 2011; Findeisen & Hillenbrand 2010) has linked stellar activity due to youth with UV emission detected with the Galaxy Evolution Explorer satellite (GALEX; Martin et al. 2005) . Shkolnik et al. (2011) suggest that such UV-bright low-mass stars have ages ∼300 Myr or younger, based on the strength of their X-ray emission (see Section 6 in Shkolnik et al. 2011 ).
These low-mass stars are brightest at near-infrared wavelengths and thus are best identified with surveys such as the Two-Micron All Sky Survey (2MASS; Cutri et al. 2003) . The recent release of the Wide-field Infrared Survey Explorer catalog (WISE; Wright et al. 2010 ) has opened up the sky at additional near-to mid-infrared wavelengths beyond those covered with 2MASS, facilitating the identification of cooler and fainter low-mass objects. The bright UV emission from the stellar chromosphere, combined with cool-star colors at optical and infrared wavelengths, make the GALEX source catalog a powerful tool to search for nearby, young, low-mass stars.
Our prior work tying together UV emission with near-IR photometry was carried out for the ScorpiusCentaurus Region and TW Hya Association (TWA; Rodriguez et al. 2011) . This study introduced a method to identify candidate young stars via the combination of their (a) UV-IR colors, (b) estimated range of motion in the context of Galactic space velocities for known young stellar groups, and (c) spectral signatures of youth. In the present work, we extend our methodology to incorporate the WISE data, which permits characterization of the full spectral energy distribution of UV-bright stars, allows estimation of proper motions (given the ∼10 year baseline between WISE and 2MASS), and breaks the JHK color degeneracy for early-to mid-M dwarfs. We have also now extended our initial study to the entire GALEX-covered sky (61% of the total sky), allowing detection of thousands of candidate young low-mass stars, some of which may be members of previously undiscovered moving groups. We have also devised an algorithm to identify such potential stellar groups based on their similar proper motions and estimated distances (Section 3.1) and have carried out a convergent point analysis for several young moving groups (Section 3.2). We refer to these collected efforts to identify young stars through the combination of GALEX and other catalog data as the GALEX Nearby Young-Star Survey (GALNYSS). Here, we describe our methodology and present the first GAL-NYSS results, with a focus on the Tucana-Horologium Association.
GALNYSS METHODOLOGY
We have developed a search strategy that consists of combining the GALEX, 2MASS, and WISE catalog information to identify nearby, young, low-mass stars. This is similar to the work presented in Rodriguez et al. (2011) , but revised to utilize WISE data as well as improved isochrones and selection criteria. The steps in our identification sequence are as follows:
1. Combine IR and UV photometry to identify objects likely to be nearby, M-type dwarfs with UV excesses (Section 2.1).
2. Use cataloged and calculated proper motions (Section 2.2), combined with estimates of spectral types and photometric distances (Section 2.3), to select the subset of these objects that are candidate Mtype stars within ∼150 pc (if 10 Myr old) and have UVW space motions similar to those of known young stellar groups (Section 2.4).
3. Perform spectroscopic followup of the best resulting candidates (Section 2.5) to measure radial velocities along with spectral features, such as Hα emission and Li absorption lines, that are diagnostic of youth (Section 2.6).
GALEX (UV-based) Identification of Candidate
Nearby, Young, Low-Mass Stars To identify candidate young, low-mass stars we first examine where in various color-color combinations known young stars (as drawn from Rodriguez et al. 2011 and Torres et al. 2008) lie with respect to other field GALEX sources. Figure 1 demonstrates this in a combined GALEX-WISE-2MASS NUV-W1 vs. J-W2 color-color diagram. Here NUV is the near UV GALEX channel, W1 and W2 are the 3.4 and 4.6 µm WISE bands and J is from the 2MASS catalog. As we demonstrate in Section 2.3, J-W2 color can be used as a proxy for spectral type. In Figure 1 , the young low-mass stars from Torres et al. (2008) and Rodriguez et al. (2011) stand out with respect to earlier-type young stars, older field stars, and the galaxy population. The J-W2 colors of young, lowmass stars are red and, while their NUV-W1 colors are bluer than those of field stars, they are not as blue as typical galaxies (NUV-W1 colors between 5 and 9).
Figure 1 drives our main selection criteria, which are listed in Table 1 . The first two criteria define where known young, low-mass stars are located in color-color space. Criterion #3 is used to ensure our empirical spectral type relationship and isochrones are valid (see Section 2.3). Criterion #4 (from the WISE catalog) ensures there is only 1 2MASS source associated with a given WISE source within 3
′′ . This avoids misassociation of IR sources in crowded fields, though such confusion is worst near the Galactic plane, where GALEX has not observed. The remaining criteria are used to avoid saturated sources and to exclude contaminating, background galaxies. We note that members of young moving groups listed in Torres et al. (2008) are removed from the GAL-NYSS candidate tables prior to our analysis, to avoid re-identifying known young stars. However, other lists of proposed young stars (e.g., Zuckerman & Song 2004 , Rodriguez et al. 2011 are not excluded.
WISE-2MASS Proper Motions
We make use of proper motion (PM) information to distinguish between candidate young stars and other UV excess sources, such as background galaxies or nearby flare stars. We have cross-correlated our sample against the UCAC4 (Zacharias et al. 2012 ) and PP-MXL (Roeser et al. 2010) proper motion catalogs. In total, ∼56% and ∼98% percent of our color-selected candidates have matches with objects listed in these respective catalogs. Comparison with other catalogs shows that 92% of the UV excess sources have proper motions in SuperCosmos (Hambly et al. 2001 ) and 70% in USNO-B1 (Monet et al. 2003) . For any source that lacked a published proper motion, a PM was estimated directly from the WISE-2MASS astrometry. With the ∼10-year baseline and 3 ′′ cross-correlation radius, these catalogs provide reasonable estimates of proper motion (up to ∼300 mas/yr) suitable for the first steps in our analysis. We note, however, a small (∼10-15 mas/yr) systematic offset in the WISE-2MASS proper motions in the RA direction as a function of galactic latitude. Figure 2 shows this offset when examining over 300,000 sources in the PPMXL catalog. Similar results are found when comparing with UCAC4 and USNO-B1. The WISE Explanatory Supplement 7 mentions that, given that the WISE astrometry is tied to that of 2MASS and no proper motion information was considered for the 10-year baseline, the WISE coordinate frame has a distortion relative to the International Celestial Reference System. A full correction is beyond the scope of this paper, but we attempt to remedy the RA offset with a linear term:
Here, µ RA0 and µ RA are the proper motions in the RA direction before and after the correction. We note that this offset is smaller than the uncertainty we describe below. Figure 3 compares proper motions estimated from WISE-2MASS astrometry to those from PPMXL for the final list of ∼2000 candidates in this study (see Section 2.5). From the rms scatter, we conservatively adopt 25 mas/yr as an estimate of the uncertainty for objects without proper motions in published catalogs. We thus have at least one proper motion estimate for each candidate object, though in practice most objects have several estimates in good agreement with each other.
Spectral Types and Distance Estimates
Recently, Kirkpatrick et al. (2011) presented a list of M, L, and T-dwarfs identified with WISE. We have used their sample and the WISE-2MASS photometry to derive an empirical relationship tying J − W 2 color to spectral type:
SpNum is the number past M0, so 0=M0, 5=M5, 10=L0, and so forth (valid from K5/7-L5). Figure 4 shows the Kirkpatrick et al. (2011) sources and our empirical relationship, which works best at spectral types late-K to late-M. We note that this relationship is not valid for L types later than ∼L5 and thus impose a color limit of W1-W2<0.6, which selects objects earlier than L5. Despite this limit, we do not anticipate identifying a substantial number of bonafide UV-bright L-dwarfs: we have examined a list of 51 L-dwarf candidates within 40 pc (from Kirkpatrick et al. 2008 ) with GALEX and find that, although 41 of them lie in GALEX-covered regions, none are detected. Similar results are found when searching among L and T dwarfs listed at DwarfArchives.org. Candidates identified in the present program have spectral types predominantly in the M3-M5 range, as estimated from the relationship above. These spectral types are, in general, accurate to ±1 subclass in the early-to mid-M dwarf range, as we demonstrate in Section 3.3. While some studies have presented redder colors for young L-dwarfs compared to older field dwarfs (see Faherty et al. 2013 , and references therein), this may not be the case for the M-dwarf spectral types we are sensitive to or to the J-W2 colors we use (see, for example, 7 See Section 6.4 in http://wise2.ipac.caltech.edu/docs/release/allsky/expsup Lyo et al. 2004) . Warm circumstellar material in the system can produce more emission in the WISE bands and thus make an object redder in J-W2 color, mimicking a later spectral type. A visual extinction of 1 magnitude, either due to a dusty disk or the intervening interstellar medium, would result in J-W2 colors redder by about 0.2-0.3 magnitudes (Cardelli et al. 1989) . As can be seen in Figure 4 , an M5 dwarf, for example, may appear as an M7 or M8 given 1 magnitude of visual extinction towards the star. Given the relative proximity of these stars to Earth, extinctions this high are more likely due to dust within the system. Note, however, that 1 magnitude of visual extinction would result in 2.96 magnitudes of extinction at NUV wavelengths (Cardelli et al. 1989) , which might, in many or even most cases, lower the apparent UV excess and thereby remove an M-dwarf from consideration as young (given our selection criteria). Thus, in general, we expect GALNYSS sample objects with unusually late inferred spectral types to be dusty systems wherein a disk contributes to the system's mid-IR emission without obscuring the star.
Given that the ages of our candidates are unknown, we compute distances using two empirical isochrones, one for an age of ∼10 Myr and the other for an age of ∼100 Myr. These isochrones are determined from known young, moving group stars ( Figure 5 ). Figure 5 displays absolute K-band magnitude vs. J-W2 color and shows members of the TWA ) and other local groups, with ages ∼10 Myr (Torres et al. 2008) , alongside Pleiades candidates from Stauffer et al. (2007) and cool field dwarfs (ages >100 Myr) from and Faherty et al. (2012) . A piecewise polynomial fit was performed for the ∼10 Myr-old stars and subsequently shifted down to match the locus of low-mass Pleiades stars. For this work we adopt our ∼100 Myrold empirical isochrone given the greater agreement with the low-mass population of the Pleiades and its estimated age of 100-125 Myr (Stauffer et al. 2007 ; and references therein). The theoretical 100 Myr NextGen isochrone dips down into the old (>100 Myr) population for J-W2>1.3. We note that our empirical ∼10 Myr-old isochrone agrees within ∼0.5 mag of the NextGen theoretical isochrone over the range 0.8<J-W2<1.3, corresponding to spectral types ∼M0-M5. A ∼0.5 mag error in the absolute magnitude corresponds to a ∼20% uncertainty in the distance. We thus expect that distances estimated from these isochrones are no more accurate than ∼20%.
Although we extend our isochrones to J-W2 of 2.5, this regime is constrained only by a few TWA members, namely TWA 26, 27, 28, and 29. These are M8-M9 dwarfs with known parallax distances. The isochrones are best constrained at early or mid-M spectral types (ie, 0.8<J-W2<1.3) where more stars have been measured. Subsequent work in identifying additional late-M members of these young groups will be key in constraining empirical isochrones and improving on existing theoretical pre-main sequence evolutionary tracks.
Kinematic Candidate Selection
An important step in confirming membership of candidate stars selected on the basis of their colors and proper motions is determination of Galactic space velocities (UVW). We define U as positive towards the Galactic center, V positive in the direction of Galactic rotation, and W positive towards the North Galactic Pole. Because nearly all candidates lack radial velocities, we use the photometric 10 and 100 Myr distance estimates (as described above) along with the positions and proper motions to estimate UVW with respect to the Sun for a range of assumed radial velocities extending from −80 to 80 km/s. Zuckerman & Song (2004) define a "good UVW box" that contains nearly all young stars within ∼100 pc of Earth. We have used a somewhat broader version of this box extending to more negative U in order to account for members of the Argus Association, all of which have U∼-22 km s −1 (Torres et al. 2008; Zuckerman et al. 2011; Zuckerman & Song 2012) . If, for the range of radial velocity from −80 to +80 km s −1 , a star has UVW velocities within this acceptable UVW range -that is, U, V, and W within 0 to −25, −10 to −34, and +3 to −20 km s −1 , respectively -then it is flagged for followup investigation.
When calculating UVW velocities, we consider three estimates of proper motions: PPMXL, UCAC4, and our WISE/2MASS estimates. We calculate UVW based on each of these three PM lists individually and then retain only those that lie within the acceptable range of UVW for young stars. For approximately one-third of the sample the PMs from all three lists yield a range of acceptable UVW; for another third, two of the three lists yield acceptable UVW; and for the remaining third, only one list yields some UVW entries in the acceptable UVW range. Given that nearly all sources have proper motions in PPMXL, we favor PPMXL proper motions in preference to those of UCAC4 and our own (WISE/2MASS-based) estimates. The UVW estimation is performed via custom IDL routines, but an online Javascript calculator 8 is available to quickly calculate the potential range of UVW velocities for a single star by varying radial velocity or distance choices.
We tested the robustness of this analysis with known young moving group members listed in Torres et al. (2008) . For objects with spectral types K5 or later, we calculated distances using our isochrones, gathered proper motion information, and calculated UVW velocities as described above. We find that 92.5% of the Torres et al. (2008) young moving group members are recovered. The resulting ∼10-and ∼100-Myr isochrone distances calculated by our methodology are within 20-30% of the parallax and kinematic distances listed in Torres et al. (2008) .
Resulting Candidate Nearby, Young M-dwarfs
The steps described in Sections 2.1-2.4 above were performed for the entire GALEX GR 4/5 database, resulting in a list of 32,412 sources (use of the GR 6 database, which was released subsequent to our GR 4/5 database search, adds only 2% of new sky coverage). We trimmed the source list by requiring an object's UVW velocities be within the acceptable UVW box for a radial velocity range of at least 15 km/s using the ∼10 Myr isochrone distance -that is, at least ∼10% of the full radial velocity range we tested yields UVW velocities consistent with young-star status, given the star's adopted PM and 8 For the UVW Javascript Calculator, see http://www.astro.ucla.edu/$\sim$drodrigu/UVWCalc.html assuming an age of 10 Myr. We furthermore required that these sources have ∼10 Myr distance estimates that place them within 150 pc of Earth. After applying these additional constraints, we obtain a list of 2107 candidate nearby, young, low-mass stars.
Despite the greater GALEX coverage in the Northern Hemisphere (∼65% vs ∼57% in the South), more of our ∼2100 GALEX-selected nearby, young, low-mass stars lie in the southern sky (58% vs 42% in the North). These results are consistent with a preponderance of young moving groups in the South as has been noted previously by Zuckerman & Song (2004) and Torres et al. (2008) . Given our identification of ∼850 Northern young star candidates, the present work may lead to the identification of potential new young moving groups in the Northern Hemisphere.
With Equation 2, we estimate spectral types for all 2107 candidates. One surprising result is an apparent population of UV-bright sources with very late spectral types extending into the L-dwarf regime. As noted in Section 2.3 and further demonstrated in Section 3.3, infrared excesses due to warm dust can produce redder J-W2 colors than expected, and thus Equation 2 may misclassify dusty systems toward later spectral types. Examining these late-type candidates visually and with SIMBAD revealed that blended sources and carbon stars are also potential sources of contamination. However, the dominant contaminant for these late-type objects are galaxies. Such contaminants tend to appear around RA and Dec coordinates of approximately (280, 30) and (100, -30) degrees, corresponding to the solar apex and antapex. These regions require low proper motions and moderately large negative or positive radial velocities (±(20-40) km/s) in order to match the good UVW box described in Section 2.4. We have visually inspected the list of 87 potentially misclassified L-dwarfs and removed 55 galaxy contaminants and 8 blended sources. In addition, we have cross correlated against SIMBAD and removed an additional 13 known galaxies from the full table. The final result is a table of 2031 candidate lowmass stars, with perhaps a few percent contamination from other types of objects.
The distribution of spectral types is shown in Figure 6 . About half our candidates have spectral types between M3 and M4, which is similar to the observed distribution of stars in the immediate solar neighborhood (ie, D≤20 pc; see Figure 7 in Farihi et al. 2005 , also Henry et al. 2006 Reid et al. 2007; Bochanski et al. 2010; Stelzer et al. 2013; and references therein) . This suggests that our list of 2031 nearby young star candidates likely includes the missing M3-M5 members of nearby, young moving groups. Further work will be necessary to see if any bonafide L-dwarfs or dusty M-type stars are also present in our sample.
Rather than publishing the present, full list of 2031 GALNYSS candidates, the vast majority of which remain unconfirmed, we have elected here to focus on a subset of this list (Section 3), to demonstrate the basic characteristics of the objects we are identifying. The full GALNYSS table will be presented in a future publication.
Spectroscopic Followup
In order to confirm that the candidates identified via the methods of Sections 2.1-2.5 are in fact young lowmass stars, we must follow up with spectroscopic observations designed to exploit diagnostics of youth. Candidates considered for spectroscopic followup in this and forthcoming papers are those with a broad range of radial velocities that would give UVW velocities consistent with nearby, young star status.
Low to medium-resolution spectroscopy can be used to confirm spectral types and identify features of youth. Emission lines from hydrogen and helium can indicate stellar activity common to young stars (White & Basri 2003) , while the strength of Na I absorption lines can indicate low surface gravity (Lawson et al. 2009; Schlieder et al. 2012b ; and references therein) and, thus, pre-main sequence star status. Lithium absorption at 6708Å is also a widely used diagnostic for youth. However, lithium has been shown to be rapidly depleted within ∼10 Myr or so for mid-M stars (Song et al. 2002; Zuckerman & Song 2004; Yee & Jensen 2010) . Thus the absence of Li absorption only demonstrates that a mid-M star is older than ∼10 Myr. At infrared wavelengths, a triangular (or "peaky") shape to the H-band profile and weak FeH, Na I, and K I features are all indicative of low surface gravity (Lucas et al. 2001; Allers et al. 2007; Rice et al. 2010; Faherty et al. 2013) . With high spectral resolution, radial velocities can be measured for our candidate stars. The radial velocity can then be used to constrain the UVW velocity so as to solidify young star status and perhaps place the system among known moving groups.
GALNYSS IDENTIFICATION OF NEARBY, YOUNG, LOW-MASS STARS IN THE TUCANA-HOROLOGIUM ASSOCIATION
The Tucana-Horologium Association (Tuc-Hor) was independently identified by Zuckerman & Webb (2000) and Torres et al. (2000) , originally as two separate nearby moving groups. Zuckerman et al. (2001) later suggested that these two groups be merged into a single group located ∼50 pc from the Earth. Subsequent studies (see Zuckerman et al. 2011 , Zuckerman & Song 2012 , and references therein) have proposed additional stars as members of the group. Malo et al. (2013) list 44 bona fide members (of a possible 67) with distances ranging from 36-71 pc. An age of 10-40 Myr (Zuckerman & Webb 2000) and ∼30 Myr (Torres et al. 2000) has been proposed for Tuc-Hor members based on the strength of Hα emission, Li abundance, X-ray emission, and stellar isochrones (see also Section 2.3.1 in Malo et al. 2013) . For purposes of this paper, we have used the 44 Tuc-Hor members listed in Torres et al. (2008) and have adopted an age of ∼30 Myr and group distance of ∼50 pc.
We have applied the methods described in Section 3.1 to our list of ∼2000 GALNYSS-identified nearby young star candidates, and have identified a list of 58 candidates in the vicinity of Tuc-Hor whose kinematics are consistent with membership in this association. We note, however, that given the similarity in the UVW of members of Tuc-Hor and the ∼30 Myr-old Columba Association (Torres et al. 2008 ) some of these candidates may instead be members of Columba (Section 3.5).
F-Value Analysis
The large number of candidate nearby, young stars yielded by GALNYSS complicates searches for numerically sparse but kinematically coherent groups of candidates in specific search regions such as Tuc-Hor. Hence, we devised a method to group together objects with similar proper motions and distance estimates. This involves the calculation of a quantity, which we call F , for a given star among a sample of stars in some region of the sky:
The (µ ra,0 , µ dec,0 , d 0 ) terms correspond to the averages in proper motion and distance from Earth of the group of stars being compared. For simplicity, uncertainties in these terms are not folded into this expression. Stars can be either members of a known group, such as the TW Hya Association, or all GALNYSS sources in a selected area of the sky. Objects within a chosen threshold F-value are retained as candidate group members and considered for followup study. For applications of the F-value analysis to an arbitrary region of the sky (i.e., not using an already known moving group to provide the average terms), we perform the analysis in an iterative fashion by selecting a threshold F T and rejecting sources that have F-values larger than adopted cutoffs of 2.5 × F T , 1.25 × F T , and F T , and then recomputing the average (µ ra,0 , µ dec,0 , d 0 ) terms for each step using sources that were not rejected.
To validate this technique we applied the F-value analysis to members of the TW Hya Association (TWA), to Tuc-Hor, and to random fields in the GALNYSS candidate table. For the 26 TWA members listed in Schneider et al. (2012a) with measured proper motions, we find average parameters and standard deviations of (µ ra = −78 ± 22 mas/yr, µ dec = −24 ± 9 mas/yr, d = 53 ± 17 pc) and F-values ranging from above 0 up to 1.2. The two largest F-values (1.1 and 1.2) are found for TWA 12 and 31, both of which have been considered questionable members of the TWA (see Schneider et al. 2012a ). The remaining objects have Fvalues smaller than unity. Tuc-Hor, on the other hand, shows a much broader F-value distribution, with values up to 2.2. The average terms for the members listed in Torres et al. (2008) are (µ ra = 73 ± 24 mas/yr, µ dec = −36 ± 32 mas/yr, d = 49 ± 9 pc).
In contrast, when examining random groups of GALEX young star candidates, we find much larger Fvalues (in some cases, F∼100). This suggests that Fvalue thresholds of a few are adequate to select objects that may be members of young groups like TWA and Tuc-Hor. We note that the F-value technique will not work efficiently in well-dispersed stellar moving groups, such as the β Pic moving group, where members possess a wide range of proper motions and distances from Earth or when members lie near the location of a group's convergent point. However, it can still be applied in small regions for such groups.
We applied this F-value technique to the 2031 candidate nearby young stars (Section 2.5) to investigate the potential presence of young groups of stars at random locations across the sky. Candidate groups are gener-ated by selecting starts that lie within 20-30 degrees of a chosen location and applying the iterative method described above. One of the largest groups so identified is coincident with the location of most known Tuc-Hor members. This group of 58 stars (listed in Table 2 ) was identified considering a search radius of 30 degrees centered at (45, -45) degrees. The mean proper motions of the stars in Table 2 (73 ± 22, −14 ± 13 mas/yr) match those of known Tuc-Hor members (see above) reasonably well (Figure 7 ), despite our exclusion of known Tuc-Hor members to determine these values of µ ra,0 , µ dec,0 , and d 0 . The F-values listed in Table 2 range up to 2, similar to those of known Tuc-Hor members. Indeed the distributions of F-values for candidates and for known members are indistinguishable from each other, as shown by a KS test (P = 0.79). In contrast, comparing the distributions of either Table 2 Tuc-Hor candidates or known TucHor members with that of TWA members yields KS test P = few×10 −3 , consistent with different underlying Fvalue distributions for TWA and Tuc-Hor. Most Table 2 candidates, if at the ∼30-Myr age of Tuc-Hor, have distances close to ∼50 pc, in agreement with the known Tuc-Hor members. We stress that most of these objects are only candidates at this stage in our work. Furthermore, additional Tuc-Hor candidates likely exist beyond the region we have searched and are not considered in this paper. In Sections 3.3-3.6, we discuss properties of the Table 2 candidates, and in fact are able to rule out Tuc-Hor membership for some of them. Note that, although these rejected candidates are unlikely to be TucHor members, they may be members of other moving groups (e.g., β Pic, Columba, or AB Dor) and, hence, may still be young (age < 100 Myr) stars.
Convergent Point Analysis
To complement the F-Value analysis described in Section 3.1, we also performed a convergent point analysis on the candidate Tuc-Hor members. The convergent point analysis methodology has been described in detail elsewhere (Mamajek 2005; de Bruijne 1999; Jones 1971) ; here, we have applied a simplified algorithm. This analysis consists of selecting a convergent point location and determining the proper motions (µ ⊥ ) perpendicular to the great circle connecting a star to the convergent point. The typical analysis removes suggested but discrepant members from a list until the convergent point analysis passes some threshold. We have simplified the procedure by neglecting this step; that is, we retain potentially discrepant members while determining the location of the convergent point. This simplification, combined with the coarse, 1-degree grid we use for convergence point calculations, likely results in a convergent point that is less accurate than would be obtained for a more rigorous treatment in which outliers are rejected. However, the simplified algorithm is sufficient for the purposes of this work, namely, identifying candidate new members of moving groups.
Given a convergent point location for a moving group and the perpendicular motion of a candidate group member, one can estimate a membership probability:
The quantity σ ⊥ incorporates error terms in the proper motion and convergent point location (Equation 12 in de Bruijne 1999), while σ int accounts for the internal dispersion in the group. Given our coarse determination, we adopt an uncertainty of 2 degrees for the convergent point location. While the quantitative probabilities so derived may be approximate, they nevertheless present a qualitative estimate of membership probability given an object's proper motion and the estimated convergent point location of a group. We have applied this convergent point analysis to the known members of Tuc-Hor listed in Torres et al. (2008) . We determine a convergent point of (119, -27) degrees for Tuc-Hor and used proper motions, distances (both parallax and kinematic; Torres et al. 2008) , and radial velocities (Torres et al. 2006) to determine a mean total heliocentric space velocity magnitude of 23.3 ± 1.3 km/s (Table 3) ; here the quoted error is the standard deviation of the velocities. We thus adopt an internal velocity dispersion (σ int ) of 1 km/s and, given the known member distance distribution, a group distance of 50 pc in our analysis. The group distance is used to convert the velocity dispersion in km/s to mas/yr (with the result 4 mas/yr for Tuc-Hor). However, the convergent point location is not very sensitive to these estimates (see Mamajek 2005) .
The space velocity of known members can be combined with the angular distance between a given target star and the convergent point to estimate the radial velocity and distance the target would have if it were a member. We have created an online Javascript calculator for this purpose 9 . Table 3 lists convergent point information for various groups determined via the method described above. These can be used as inputs for our Javascript tool.
The kinematic distance and radial velocity estimates for the 58 Tuc-Hor candidates (Table 2) are tabulated, along with the probabilities described here, in Table 4 . In Figure 8 , we use our kinematic distances to construct a color-magnitude diagram for the candidate Tuc-Hor stars. The Tuc-Hor low-mass candidates lie above the IC2391 members in the color-magnitude diagram, suggesting the Tuc-Hor candidates have ages <50 Myr, consistent with the age of Tuc-Hor as inferred from prior studies (see Section 3). A pair of theoretical 30 Myr-old isochrones are also shown (Baraffe et al. 1998; Siess et al. 2000) ; the agreement is marginally better with the Siess et al. (2000) isochrones for the Tuc-Hor candidates. When compared to the absolute magnitudes of field population M-dwarfs (e.g., Kraus & Hillenbrand 2007) , we find that our candidates, when located at the kinematic distances we estimate, are all over-luminous, as expected for young systems. To investigate the nature of the Tuc-Hor candidates, we used the WiFeS spectrograph at the Siding Springs Observatory 2.3-m telescope to observe some of these systems at resolution ∼3000 or ∼7000. WiFeS (Dopita et al. 2007 ) is a double-beam, image-slicing integral field spectrograph, and provides a 25 ′′ ×38 ′′ field with 0.5 ′′ pixels. Observations over the spectral range 3200-9800Å were carried out in 2012 September and October. Figure 9 shows the spectra, covering the Hα and Li region, for stars observed thus far. Initial analysis has focused on measurements of Hα emission, lithium absorption at 6707Å, and sodium absorption at 8200Å. To derive accurate spectral types we computed the TiO5 index as described in Reid et al. (1995) . We list our measurements in Table 5 , including a handful of cases in which published spectroscopy exists in the literature. Figure 10 compares the spectral types initially estimated with J-W2 colors to those derived from the TiO5 index (accurate to ±0.5) for Tuc-Hor candidates and young low-mass candidates from Rodriguez et al. (2011) . There is evidently sufficiently good agreement between these spectral type estimation methods that a disagreement -in the sense that J-W2 is too redlikely indates the presence of emission from warm dust grains. Such appears the case for J0215-56, J0259-42, and J0324-27 (see Figure 10 ). We note that at an age of ∼30 Myr, brown dwarfs are expected to have spectral types later than ∼M6 (Burrows et al. 1997; Baraffe et al. 1998 ).
SpeX
In addition to optical spectra, near-infrared spectra for J0202-31, J0259-42, and J0324-27 were obtained with the SpeX spectrograph on the 3-m NASA IRTF. Observations were carried out on 2012 December 25 and 2013 January 1 (UT) with the spectrograph in prism mode with the 0.5 or 0.8 ′′ slit, resulting in R = λ/∆λ ≈ 100 over the wavelength range 0.7-2.5µm ( Figure 11 ). Observations were carried out with an ABBA dither pattern along the slit, with exposure times determined by the target magnitudes. A0V stars observed immediately after each target were used as standards for flux calibration and telluric correction. All data were reduced with SpeXtool version 3.3 (Vacca et al. 2003; Cushing et al. 2004 ) and standard settings.
At the IRTF, we resolved J0202-31 as a ∼0.5 ′′ binary; while guiding, the slit switched between both stars.
Comparison with field dwarf standards shows the spectrum of the pair to be an M4 type, in agreement with the spectral type determined from the optical spectrumwhich did not resolve the system -suggesting J0202-31 is an equal mass binary. The SpeX spectrum of J0259-42, which displays a very red J-W2 color, indicates a spectral type of M5, also in agreement with the optical spectrum. We do not have an optical spectrum for J0324-27, but its SpeX spectrum indicates it is an M5.5, rather than an M9 as indicated by the J-W2 color. As we discuss in Appendix A, both J0259-42 and J0324-27 have WISE infrared excesses that indicate the presence of circumstellar disks. Both show Br-γ emission and weak Na I absorption, which may indicate youth. However, other features, such as the lack of Li absorption in the optical and the shape of the H-band profile (see Section 2.6), are inconclusive. J0202-31 does not show any clear signatures of youth in its near-IR spectrum.
Hα and Li
Equivalent widths of Hα emission and Li absorption for some of the Tuc-Hor candidates are listed in Table 5 . Uncertainties for the equivalent width measurements are computed by using the rms scatter from a linear fit to the continuum around each line and propagating this with a Monte Carlo method. For non-detections, we quote only the 1-σ uncertainties. With the exception of J0315-53, no Table 5 star observed with WiFeS shows clear Li absorption at 6708Å. This is not surprising as, at the expected ∼30 Myr age of these candidates, lithium should have been depleted for early to mid M-type stars (see Section 2.6). J0315-53 is therefore a noteworthy exception as it has a spectral type near M5 and Li absorption EW of ∼400mÅ. One possibility is that J0315-53 is a member of the ∼10 Myr β Pictoris moving group. To investigate this possibility, we carried out a convergent point analysis using β Pic members in a similar fashion to those of Tuc-Hor (Section 3.2). However, with our estimated convergent point for the β Pic moving group (Table 3) , we find a probability of only 6% that J0315-53 is a member of β Pictoris (similar to the 0.3% probability returned by the Bayesian analysis of Malo et al. 2013) . Hence, while the lithium absorption EW may suggest an age comparable to the β Pic moving group, J0315-53's kinematics nevertheless suggest it is a strong candidate for membership in Tuc-Hor. A handful of Table 2 systems have published spectroscopy available in Riaz et al. (2006) or Torres et al. (2006) , including J0236-52, another system with clear Li absorption. J0315-53 and J0236-52, among other systems, are considered in more detail in Appendix A.
All Table 5 stars show Hα emission. However, this is not necessarily indicative of youth, as Hα activity can still be seen among old M-dwarfs (West et al. 2008 . West et al. (2008) predict activity lifetimes of order ∼1 Gyr for M2 stars and ∼6 Gyr for M6 stars. In fact, M5-M9 stars in the field are commonly seen to show Hα activity, with the latest types nearly always showing activity regardless of age . To attempt to determine whether our Hα detections are indicative of ages <1 Gyr, we make a comparison between our sample and the older sample studied in West et al. (2004) . We compute log L Hα /L bol for Table 5 stars as described in Walkowicz et al. (2004) . Results are illustrated in Figure 12 along with the average L Hα /L bol from West et al. (2004) . We find that most of the Table 5 sample have larger L Hα /L bol than the field population. This suggests that the Table 5 stars are statistically younger than the field population studied in West et al. (2004) . This is not surprising given that we have selected these candidate Tuc-Hor M-dwarfs based on UV emission from GALEX which likely originates from the active chromospheres of young stars (see Introduction).
Sodium as an Indicator of Youth
Several recent studies have shown that Na I absorption can be used as a diagnostic of stellar surface gravity and thus of youth (Schlieder et al. 2012b; Lawson et al. 2009; Mohanty et al. 2004a,b) . In particular, young objects are expected to have lower surface gravities and hence weaker Na I absorption. The spectral feature used in these studies is the Na I doublet at 8183 and 8195Å (see Figure 13) . Lawson et al. (2009) construct an index based on the average flux off and on the doublet (F 8148−8172 /F 8176−8200 ), whereas Schlieder et al. (2012b) use the EW summed over both lines. We measured both of these quantities for the Tuc-Hor candidates for which we obtained WiFeS spectra and list them in Table 5 . The Na I index is measured in spectra that have been re-binned to a resolution of R∼800, to match that used in Lawson et al. (2009) . Figure 14 compares the Na I index with spectral type for Table 5 stars. Young low-mass candidates from the Rodriguez et al. (2011) study of TWA and ScorpiusCentaurus regions are also shown. Empirically determined trends for nearby ∼10 Myr old moving groups and (old) field dwarfs are also presented (Lawson et al. 2009 ), where we have used the relations in Kenyon & Hartmann (1995) Rodriguez et al. (2011) , consistent with the older ages expected for Tuc-Hor members. While some TucHor candidates are close to the field dwarf line, these tend to lie in a region where the Na I index for young and old stars start to converge (ie, spectral types earlier than about M4). The Na I 8200Å doublet is therefore only useful as an age indicator for stars later than ∼M4, as also demonstrated by Schlieder et al. (2012b) . Figure 14 indicates that most of the Tuc-Hor candidates lie in a region suggestive of an age older than ∼10 Myr, but younger than ∼1 Gyr.
X-ray Emission
Of the 58 Tuc-Hor candidates, only 20 have X-ray detections in the ROSAT All-Sky Survey (RASS). Table 6 lists these ROSAT counterparts and their estimated values of L X /L bol . To estimate the L X /L bol ratios, we convert the X-ray count rates to F X (ergs cm −2 s −1 ) using an energy conversion factor (ECF) of 1.25 × 10 11 (counts cm 2 erg −1 ; Neuhaeuser et al. 1995 ) and bolometric fluxes calculated using the bolometric corrections listed in Kenyon & Hartmann (1995) . The adopted ECF is similar to that used in prior studies for stars in the same general age range (i.e., 10-30 Myr; e.g., Kastner et al. 1997; Rodriguez et al. 2011 , and references therein). For those stars without X-ray detection, we calculate an upper limit on L X /L bol by adopting a RASS flux limit of 2 × 10 −13 ergs cm −2 s −1 . All detections and most upper limits have log L X /L bol close to -3, the saturation limit for M-dwarfs (e.g., Riaz et al. 2006 ). The one notable exception is J0324-39, with log L X /L bol of -2.26. It is thus possible this star may have been observed by RASS during a flare event. The X-ray detection fraction among our sample (20/58 = 0.34) is similar to that noted in Rodriguez et al. (2011) for TWA and ScorpiusCentaurus low-mass candidates (14/54 = 0.26). Figure 15 compares L X /L bol vs. spectral type for the Table 2 candidates; Table 7 summarizes the ROSAT Xray detection statistics for the sample divided in bins of spectral type and distance. Figure 15 and Table 7 indicate that the frequency of RASS X-ray detections strongly depends on spectral type, i.e., the RASS detection frequency drops for stars M4 and later. The low rate of X-ray detections among our sample indicates that GALEX observations are capable of detecting active late M-dwarfs that have been missed in the RASS. BANYAN Malo et al. (2013) published a Bayesian analysis tool (BANYAN) to estimate membership probabilities, distances, and radial velocities for candidates of known local young moving groups. The output is thus similar to that returned by the convergent point method employed here (Section 3.2) and serves as a useful comparison. In Table 4 , we list the probabilities, distances, and radial velocities for the 58 Tuc-Hor candidates as estimated by both our convergent point analysis tool and that of Malo et al. (2013) . The two tools return similar predicted radial velocities and kinematic distances, though the membership probabilities differ in detail. Comparing Tuc-Hor members with Hipparcos distances (Torres et al. 2008) , we find good agreement between our kinematic distances, the BANYAN distances, and the Hipparcos distances (see Table 8 ). Given this agreement, we adopt a conservative uncertainty of ∼20% for our kinematic distances.
Comparison with
There are several cases where we find a high likelihood of Tuc-Hor membership with our convergent point analysis, but BANYAN returns a very low probability. In many of these cases, BANYAN returns a higher likelihood for membership in a different group. Furthermore, we find that for those objects with low BANYAN TucHor likelihoods, we predict much larger distances (∼60-120 pc) than the average Tuc-Hor member distances (most of which lie in the range 40-60 pc). Figure 16 shows the XYZ coordinates of the Table 2 candidates, adopting our kinematic distance estimates, and compares these XYZ values to those of known Tuc-Hor members from Torres et al. (2008) . While most candidates have similar XYZ to those of known members, there are some prominent outliers (see Appendix A). For these outliers, BANYAN returns low likelihoods for membership in TucHor. Hence, the combination of probability and predicted distance in our convergent point analysis is analogous to the probability returned by the BANYAN code.
3.6. Notable Systems Among Table 2 stars, there are several systems that are noteworthy for one or more reasons. For example, two systems (J0259-42 and J0324-27) have clear signs of an infrared excess, as first noted in Section 3.3.2 (see also Figure 18 ), while another system, J0242-53EW, constitutes a wide separation low-mass binary. Other systems have been previously mentioned in the literature; for some systems, we have now measured radial velocities. For systems with radial velocities we calculate UVW velocities and list them in Table 9 . Some Table 2 stars appear to have low likelihoods ( 60%) of Tuc-Hor membership using the convergent point analysis or the Bayesian methodology of Malo et al. (2013) , but have higher likelihoods for membership in other groups. These noteworthy stars are discussed individually in Appendix A. Candidates that remain plausible members of moving groups (after the discussion in Appendix A) are summarized in Table 10 , but we caution that measurements of radial velocities and distances will be necessary to fully confirm or rule out membership.
SUMMARY
We have carried out an all-sky GALEX-WISE-2MASS search for nearby (D 100 pc), young (age 10-100 Myr), low-mass (mostly M-type) stars. We refer to this search as the GALEX Nearby Young-Star Survey, or GAL-NYSS. On the basis of their UV/IR colors and space motions, where the latter are inferred from proper motions and photometry, we identify 2031 candidate nearby, young M stars. The spectral type distribution of these candidates peaks near M3-M4. Most prior searches for young stars in nearby moving groups have focused on bright stars or on those with X-ray emission. Hence, these searches have tended to lack the sensitivity to detect the mid-M stars that dominate the list of nearby, young star candidates we have identified via GALNYSS. Given that M3-M5 stars constitute about half of all stars in the solar neighborhood, our survey thereby helps fill an important niche in the study of nearby young moving groups.
We consider a subset of 58 low-mass stars among the larger GALNYSS sample that lie in the vicinity of previously proposed members of the Tucana-Horologium Asssociation. We have developed and applied a grouping algorithm to select these stars, and we further confirm them as a kinematically coherent group via convergent point and Bayesian analyses (Malo et al. 2013 ). Optical and near-IR spectroscopy obtained for some of the subsample of 58 Tuc-Hor candidates appear to confirm their young ages (∼30-100 Myr), based on their H emission lines and Li and Na I absorption line strengths. The color-magnitude diagram positions of the candidate Tuc-Hor members (as inferred from their kinematic distances) relative to those of low-mass IC2391 members also indicate that the candidates are likely younger than ∼50 Myr. Only roughly 1/3 of the sample objects are detected in the ROSAT all-sky X-ray survey, indicating that GALEX is capable of identifying young stars that are too faint to have been detected in the most sensitive extant all-sky X-ray survey.
We find that half of the 58 candidates have kinematic and spectroscopic properties consistent with membership in Tuc-Hor (Table 10 ). Many of the other candidates may instead members of other young groups. Specifically, two stars are potential members of the AB Dor Moving group, while 12 may be new Columba Association members. Two of the Columba candidates have infrared excesses indicating the presence of warm circumstellar disks in these systems. While the 15 remaining stars among the group of 58 do not have kinematics that might place them among the known young moving groups, their UV excesses suggest they nevertheless could be young; these stars warrant further examination.
Radial velocity measurements of these 58 candidate young, low-mass stars will be required to further confirm membership in Tuc-Hor or in other young moving groups. In subsequent work, we will explore the youth and kinematics of other subgroups among the list of nearby, young star candidates compiled for the GALEX Nearby YoungStar Survey.
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APPENDIX

NOTES ON INDIVIDUAL SYSTEMS
J0202-31:
This M4 system has a higher likelihood of belonging to the Columba Association (BANYAN: 74%, Convergent point: 90%) than to Tuc-Hor (BANYAN: ∼20%, Convergent point: 61%). While the kinematics favor Columba membership, the weak Hα emission and strong Na I absorption instead suggest the system may be old. With an R∼7000 WiFeS spectrum, we estimate a radial velocity of 16.7 ± 1.5 km/s and list calculated UVW velocities in Table 9 . The UVW are a decent match to those listed in Torres et al. (2008) for Columba. Furthermore, the XYZ position (-10, -13, -58 pc) is also consistent with the XYZ of Columba members listed in Torres et al. (2008) . Adopting an age 30 Myr (for Columba) yields reasonable agreement with the predicted kinematic distance (60 pc) assuming the object is an equal-components binary, as revealed by IRTF imaging (see Section 3.3.2). However, our spectroscopic observations of this system suggest an Hα luminosity consistent with that seen in old active stars (see Figure 12 ) and likewise Na I 8200Å absorption that is stronger than expected for young stars (see Figure 14) . The Na I doublet at 2.2µm has equivalent width of 4.8Å, comparable in strength to that seen in a field M4 dwarf (∼4Å). In comparison, other candidate Columba members of spectral type M5 have weaker Na I (J0259-42 and J0324-27: ∼3Å) when compared to the field (M5: ∼7Å). J0202-31, along with J0259-42 and J0324-27, has not been detected in Xrays, though this could be a combination of the spectral types (M4-5) and distances (60-100 pc) for these candidates. Hence, we conservatively infer that J0202-31 is not likely to be a member of Columba.
J0203-55: An M4.5 system with moderate BANYAN likelihood of membership in AB Dor (69%). Our convergent point, however, predicts high likelihoods (99%) for either Tuc-Hor, Columba, or AB Dor. The radial velocity required for membership for these groups is 9, 13, and 25 km/s, respectively. However, the predicted distances for Tuc-Hor membership (∼80 pc) is too large compared to that of known members. Our ∼100 Myr isochrone predicts a distance of 50 pc, which is moderately close to the kinematic distance as an AB Dor member (∼70 pc) given the 20% uncertainties. We tentatively place J0203-55 as an AB Dor candidate in Table 10 , but caution that, as with most targets in this study, further work will be necessary to fully confirm membership.
J0210-46:
This low-mass star forms a visual binary (21.7 ′′ separation) with CD-46 644, a known AB Dor member (Torres et al. 2008 ). Although we removed young stars from Torres et al. (2008) as part of our analysis, this low-mass companion is not listed in the main AB Dor member table (see Table 13 in Torres et al. 2008 , but see their Table 14) and was thus recovered here. Curiously, the UCAC4 proper motions we've used yield higher likelihoods (>90%) of membership in Columba, in contrast to other proper motion estimates which place it in AB Dor. If bound, the CD-46 644 and J0210-46 system would have a separation of a ∼1500 AU and binding energy of −E = GM 1 M 2 /a ≈ 15×10 41 ergs, assuming masses of 0.85 and 0.15M ⊙ . This is similar to the binding energies of known low-mass binaries; see discussion of J0242-53EW, below. Given the proximity to a previously proposed AB Dor member and possibility that it is bound, in addition to prior mention in the literature (Torres et al. 2008 ), we place J0210-46 as a plausible AB Dor member in Table 10 . J0220-58: This M3 system has a kinematic distance estimate of 48 pc and we measured a radial velocity of 7.4 ± 1.5 with WiFeS. The UVW velocities for J0220-58, listed in Table 9 , match those of known Tuc-Hor members very well (see also Figure 17 ). While the R∼7000 WiFeS spectrum does not cover the Na I 8200Å doublet, the Hα emission and lack of Li absorption is typical of other Tuc-Hor candidates and suggests a youthful age, but >10 Myr. The spectroscopic and kinematic properties suggest J0220-58 is a new low-mass member of Tuc-Hor.
J0236-52:
This system, also designated as GSC 8056-0482, is an M2 star first considered a member of Tuc-Hor in Torres et al. (2000) . However, both Torres et al. (2000) and Zuckerman & Song (2004) warn that its large lithium EW (∼300Å) is inconsistent with Tuc-Hor membership. Such a large EW is indicative of a system younger than Tuc-Hor, a situation similar to that of J0315-53. We estimate a convergent point distance of 42 ± 8 pc, larger than previous photometric distance estimates of ∼25 pc (Torres et al. 2000; Zuckerman & Song 2004) . These previous distance estimates are based on 30 Myr-old isochrones, assuming the star is single. We note that Chauvin et al. (2010) rule out the presence of any close, low-mass companions on the basis of adaptive optics imaging. The discrepancy between the convergent point distance and the isochrone distance may be the result of uncertainties in the spectral type of the star, the isochrone models, or the convergent point estimate itself (although this seems unlikely, given the close agreement of convergent point distances with the parallax distances of known Tuc-Hor members; see Table 8 ). Another possibility is that the system is younger and hence more distant than expected, which would be more consistent with the measured lithium abundance. We note that our 10 Myr isochrone suggests a distance of 45 pc for this system, which implies J0236-52 should be closer to the Earth if its age were 30 Myr. While the BANYAN tool returns a 60% likelihood of Tuc-Hor membership, our convergent point analysis returns effectively 0%.
In Table 9 we list calculated UVW velocities using a previously measured radial velocity (16 ± 1 km/s; Torres et al. 2006 ) and distance estimates of 42 and 25 pc. In Figure 17 we plot the UVW velocities for this star for the 42 pc distance estimate. While UVW velocities for the 42 pc distance are not a perfect match to those of Tuc-Hor, given the large uncertainties, J0236-52 may still be a member. At a distance of 25 pc, the UVW velocities appear more consistent with the ∼10 Myr-old β Pic moving group. While the Li absorption suggests a young age, comparable to that of β Pic, a parallax distance is essential if we are to place this system among the nearby moving groups. Given the conflicting results for this system, J0236-52 is not listed as a plausible Tuc-Hor member in Table 10 .
J0242-53EW:
This system consists of a pair of M4.5 stars separated by ∼15 ′′ . We label the individual systems within the pair as the East (J0242-53E) or West (J0242-53W) component. Both show high likelihoods of membership in Tuc-Hor with a kinematic distance of 44 pc. At that distance, the pair of stars would be separated by ∼700 AU. A single X-ray source is detected with ROSAT. While we only have spectroscopy for J0242-53W, the spectra are consistent with that of a >10 Myr dwarf. Membership in Tuc-Hor remains to be confirmed, but this represents a new wide-separation low-mass binary. Assuming a mass of ∼0.1 M ⊙ for each component, we estimate a binding energy of 2.5 × 10 41 ergs. While a minimum binding energy of ∼ 20 × 10 41 ergs is typically cited for tight, low-mass binaries (Close et al. 2007 (Close et al. , 2003 Burgasser et al. 2003) , there is a growing population of systems with smaller binding energies comparable to or lower than that of J0242-53EW (e.g., see Figure 8 in Faherty et al. 2011) .
J0254-51: This system, also designated as GSC 8057-0342, is an M1.5 star first identified by Torres et al. (2000) as a possible member of Tuc-Hor (referred to as the Horologium Association in that paper). Lack of distance and radial velocity information prevented membership confirmation at the time. The re-identification of this candidate suggests future work is worthwhile to verify its membership status.
J0259-42:
This system is one of only two candidates in our sample that display very red WISE colors (see Figure 18 ). Schneider et al. (2012b) note that W 1 − W 4 colors >1 among M-type systems are indicative of mid-IR excess and interpret this as the presence of a dusty circumstellar disk. The W 1 − W 4 color for J0259-42 is 3.6, an excess comparable to that seen in some TW Hya members such as TWA 31 and 32 . Only very young M-type stars show such mid-IR excess emission (Schneider et al. 2012b ). On the other hand, lack of Li absorption suggests an age 10 Myr. In terms of Na I absorption, J0259-42 is similar to the other Table 2 Tuc-Hor candidates, suggesting a similar age. Near-IR spectroscopy of J0259-42 (see Figure 11 ) reveals some signatures of youth, such as Br-γ emission and weaker Na I absorption than the field, but the distinctive triangular H-band profile seen in low-surface-gravity dwarfs is lacking. However, our kinematic distance estimate (108 pc) places it too far away for membership in Tuc-Hor. If J0259-42 were ∼10 Myr-old, it would have a distance of ∼140 pc; in contrast, as an old field dwarf, it would lie only ∼40 pc away (Kraus & Hillenbrand 2007) .
The radial velocity measured for J0259-42 with an R∼7000 WiFeS spectrum is 15.3 ± 1.5 km/s. The convergent point (Section 3.2) and Bayesian (Malo et al. 2013 ) methods both predict radial velocities of ∼17 km/s for membership in the Columba Association, with kinematic distances of 106 and 92 pc, respectively. Our convergent point method yields a Columba membership likelihood of 92%, while BANYAN yields 69% (86% when including the radial velocity measurement). We calculate UVW velocities adopting a distance of ∼100 pc for this system assuming Columba membership (see Table 9 ). The UVW velocity uncertainties are high given the distance uncertainty of 20%, but the UVW are a good match to those listed in Torres et al. (2008) for Columba. Given that spectroscopic signatures point to a young age ( 10 Myr), J0259-42 may be a new member of the ∼30 Myr-old Columba Association, in agreement with kinematic indicators.
J0315-53: As mentioned in Section 3.3.3, this M5 system has strong Li absorption, indicative of a young age. However, the kinematics of the system agree with those of Tuc-Hor, which in turn appears inconsistent with the Li measurement. We have measured a radial velocity of 9.4 ± 1.5 km/s with an R∼7000 WiFeS spectrum. Table 9 lists calculated UVW velocities for the system assuming a kinematic distance of 49 pc. As Figure 17 illustrates, the UVW velocities match those of known Tuc-Hor members within the uncertainties. If J0315-53 were ∼10 Myr-old, our empirical isochrones suggest a distance of 65 pc. However, the UVW velocities J0315-53 would have at that distance (−10.7 ± 3.2, −23.7 ± 4.3, 6.6 ± 3.5 km/s) do not match those of any known young groups. We note that this is not the first time a Li-rich low-mass star has been classified as a potential member of Tuc-Hor (see the discussion of J0236-52 above) and, hence, J0315-53 may indeed be a new Tuc-Hor member. A parallax distance measurement will be needed to fully confirm membership of this low-mass star.
J0324-27: Like J0259-42, J0324-27 also displays a strong infrared excess ( Figure 18 ); its W 1 − W 4 color is 4.2. The spectral type based on the J-W2 color (M9) is overestimated due to this excess, as is the case for J0259-42. Near-IR spectroscopy ( Figure 10 ) suggests a spectral type intermediate between M5 and M6; we adopt M5.5. Furthermore, the SpeX spectra show some signatures of youth, such as Br-γ emission and weaker Na I absorption than the field, but, like J0259-42, J0324-27 lacks the low-surface-gravity H-band profile. Warm dust grains appear to be present in the system and also point towards a youthful nature. The kinematic distance estimate (∼110 pc) puts the star too far away for membership in Tuc-Hor. Columba membership, on the other hand, is likely: 60-80% likelihood, with a distance of 90-110 pc. Overall, the system is very similar to J0259-42 and may be a young Columba member.
J0413-44: This M4 system was observed as part of the RAVE survey and has a published radial velocity of 2.3 ± 6.6 km/s (Siebert et al. 2011) . A radial velocity closer to ∼16 km/s would be required for Tuc-Hor membership as seen in Table 4 . The measured radial velocity, combined with our estimated kinematic distance (56 pc), allows us to estimate UVW velocities of −5.9 ± 2.0, −11.0 ± 4.7, and 8.6 ± 5.3 km/s (see Table 9 ). Hence, the UVW velocities for J0413-44 differ significantly from those of Tuc-Hor. With such a large, positive W velocity, it stands apart from many of the known young moving groups (see Figure 17) . Indeed, given its measured radial velocity, we can find no distance for J0413-44 that would place it in the good UVW box. Therefore, while initially labeled as a Tuc-Hor candidate given its proper motions, J0413-44 is not a member of Tuc-Hor and, furthermore, might not be a young star.
J0105 -48, J0205-60, J0213-46, J0217-30, J0217-32 : BANYAN predicts these systems lie among the field (old) population, rather than belonging to any particularly young moving group. Our convergent point analysis predicts a high likelihood of AB Dor membership (93%) for J0217-30 and J0217-32, and a high likelihood of β Pic membership (87%) for J0213-46. However, the kinematic distances for these three stars (89, 97, 76 pc) are on the high end of what is typically observed for members of these groups and also differ when compared to the 10 and 100 Myr isochrone distances. Spectroscopy for these candidates will be necessary to search for features of youth and confirm whether or not they are old.
J0142-51, J0233-18, J0305-37, J0308-38, J0321-33, J0339-24, J0407-29, J0427-24, J0427-33, J0431-30 : These systems are similar to J0202-31, J0259-42, and J0324-27 in the sense of high membership likelihoods (>60%) for the Columba Association according to BANYAN. In many cases, the convergent point also returns a high likelihood of membership in Columba. Two systems, however, have low convergent point likelihoods of Columba membership (J0154-29: 21% and J0341-22: 45%). To be conservative, we do not list these two systems in Table 10 . The other systems listed here remain viable candidates, but accurate radial velocities and distances will be necessary to fully vet their membership.
J0221-58, J0336-26: These two systems have equal BANYAN likelihoods (∼40%) for membership in two separate groups. J0221-58 may belong to either AB Dor or the old field population. The convergent point predicts a high probability of membership for AB Dor (∼95%). This M3.5 dwarf shows X-ray emission, but further work will be needed to ascertain the membership of the system. J0336-26, on the other hand, may belong to either Tuc-Hor or Columba, according to BANYAN. Our convergent point predicts equally high (∼70%) likelihood of membership in Tuc-Hor and Columba. A kinematic distance of ∼50 pc is predicted for either group, which is the same as what we estimate with the 10-Myr isochrone. Given the likelihoods of belonging to two separate groups, we hold back on placing either system in any young moving group until additional information is obtained.
J0316-35, J0320-50: These systems have very low convergent point likelihoods (<10%) of belonging to Tuc-Hor. However, BANYAN predicts moderate to high likelihood of membership (70-90%). J0236-52, discussed above, is another such system where the convergent point analysis returns a low membership likelihood. Given the low convergent point likelihoods, we do not list them among plausible Tuc-Hor candidates in Table 10 .
J0318-34, J0352-28: These objects have low likelihoods of Tuc-Hor membership, and higher for β Pic in both BANYAN and the convergent point methods. However, the 10-Myr isochrone distances for these stars (80, 100 pc) are much larger than the β Pic kinematic distances we estimate (50, 30 pc). Spectroscopy will be required to examine whether these stars are young enough to be β Pic members as implied by their kinematics. However, given the large distance discrepancies, we anticipate that these stars are unlikely to be new β Pic members.
Selection Criteria (1) 9.5 ≤ N U V − W 1 < 12.5 (2) J − W 2 ≥ 0.8 (3) 0 < W 1 − W 2 < 0.6 (4) n 2mass = 1 (5) W 2 ≥ 6 (6) W 2 ≤ 14 (7) W 2 ≤ 12 for 1.7 < J − W 2 < 3.3 Table 1 Selection criteria used for our GALEX-WISE-2MASS search. The first 3 expressions are used to select UV-bright dwarfs with spectral types late-K to early-L. The remaining criteria facilitate our search by filtering out crowded regions, saturated stars, and possible faint galaxies (see details in Section 2.1). .28-245527.4 54.8 ± 3.9 −14.6 ± 3.9 56.7 PPMXL M4.5 0.50 57 J042745. 66-332742.6 48.4 ± 3.3 −1.0 ± 4.7 48.4 UCAC4 M4.5 1.00 58 J043138. 61-304250.9 33.7 ± 1.4 −2.2 ± 1.4 33.8 UCAC4 M3.5 0.80 Table 3 Convergent point estimates for several young moving groups within 100 pc of the Earth. The listed velocities are the total space motion with respect to the Sun. These values can be used to estimate membership probabilities, kinematic distances, and radial velocities as described in Section 3.2. We adopt a 2 degree uncertainty on the convergent point location for all groups (Section 3.2). As described in Mamajek (2005) , the information returned from the convergent point analysis is not particularly sensitive to group distance and internal dispersion (σ int ). We note that the TWA convergent point listed here is somewhat different than that used in Looper et al. (2010) (99.8, −27 .7 degrees with 22.0 km/s full space velocity). Carina-Near members are drawn from Zuckerman et al. (2006) ; the others are from Torres et al. (2008) , Zuckerman et al. (2011), and Schneider et al. (2012a) . Table 4 Convergent point analysis probabilities, predicted radial velocities, and kinematic distances for our Tuc-Hor candidates (see Table 4 ).
BANYAN does not predict distances for low probability objects. Notes: a See Malo et al. (2013 Table 2 Tuc-Hor candidates. We measure equivalent widths (EW) for Hα, Li, and the sum of the two lines in the Na I doublet at 8183 and 8195Å. Spectra for J0220-58 were taken with R∼7000 and do not cover the Na I region.
Spectral types are determined using the TiO5 index Reid et al. (1995) and are accurate to ±0.5. The Na I index is the ratio of the average flux on and off the doublet ( Figure 13 ) and is measured in spectra that have been re-binned to R∼800 (see Section 3.3.4). The final 7 systems have measurements published in the literature ( a : Riaz et al. 2006 , b : Torres et al. 2006 . Table 6 ROSAT X-ray counterparts to Table 2 sources along with estimated L X /L bol . For objects without X-ray detection, we adopt the ROSAT All-Sky Survey limit of 2 × 10 −13 ergs cm −2 s −1 provided in Schmitt et al. (1995) . Distances listed are the Tuc-Hor kinematic estimates, but note that L X /L bol is independent of distance. Note that J0242-53E and J0242-53W match the same X-ray source. Table 7 ROSAT X-ray detection rates. Distance are estimated from the convergent point method assuming Tuc-Hor membership. Stars with distances >60 pc may not be members of Tuc-Hor (see Section 3.5). Binomial errors are quoted for our percentages (Burgasser et al. 2003) . (Torres et al. 2008 ) against our convergent point kinematic distance and those distances predicted by BANYAN (Malo et al. 2013) .
60 a 16.7 ± 1.5 −14.2 ± 2.4 −24.2 ± 4.2 −9.3 ± 2.0 J0220-58 48 7.4 ± 1.5 −12.2 ± 2.7 −20.2 ± 3.3 2.9 ± 2.2 J0259-42 100 a 15.3 ± 1.5 −10.7 ± 2.7 −21.8 ± 3.5 −3.7 ± 2.5 J0315-53 49 9.4 ± 1.5 −8.1 ± 2.4 −19.3 ± 3.3 3.1 ± 2.7 J0413-44 56 2.3 ± 6.6 −5.9 ± 2.0 −11.0 ± 4.7 8.6 ± 5.3 J0236-52 42 16 ± 1 −12.9 ± 2.8 −21.6 ± 2.9 −5.7 ± 1.9 25 b −7.7 ± 1.9 −16.3 ± 2.0 −8.9 ± 1.4 Table 9 UVW velocities for stars with measured radial velocities (see Appendix A for more details). Distances have uncertainties of 20%. The average UVW for Tuc-Hor members is −9.9 ± 1.5, −20.9 ± 0.8, −1.4 ± 0.9 km/s (Torres et al. 2008 ). a : Kinematic distance assuming membership in the Columba Association. The average UVW velocity for Columba members is −13.2 ± 1.3, −21.8 ± 0.8, −5.9 ± 1.2 km/s (Torres et al. 2008) . b : Isochrone distance from Torres et al. (2000) and Zuckerman & Song (2004) . Torres+2008 Rodriguez+2011 Figure 1 . NUV-W1 vs. J-W2 magnitudes for field sources detected in GALEX and WISE/2MASS as well as members (or candidates) of nearby, young moving groups (Torres et al. 2008; Rodriguez et al. 2011 ). The ordinate is NUV-W1 color from GALEX and WISE (W1 corresponds to 3.4 µm emission) and the abscissa is J-W2 color from 2MASS and WISE (W2 corresponds to 4.6 µm emission). The rectangle shows our color selection criteria (see Table 1 and Section 2.1). Young stars with J-W2>1 are readily distinguished from older main sequence stars which have J-W2<1 and NUV-W1 between 10 and 14; J-W2 can be used a proxy for spectral type (see Equation 2 and Figure4). Distant UV-bright galaxies are the diffuse cloud of objects with NUV-W1 between 5-9 and J-W2>1. TW Hya is the object located at J-W2∼1.3 and NUV-W1∼7; Rodriguez et al. (2011) suggest its unique location in UV-IR colors is due to the accretion within the system. . Density plot of RA proper motion differences for 300,000 sources. WISE-2MASS proper motions are compared to PPMXL as a function of galactic latitude. A similar trend is observed when comparing to UCAC4 or USNO-B1. As these were originally drawn from our GALEX tables, no coverage exists for galactic latitudes <10 degrees. While a similar discrepancy can also be seen in Ecliptic longitude, it is corrected most easily in Galactic coordinates. The dashed line indicates the correction used (Section 2.2). Candidates Members Figure 7 . Proper motions for the 58 young, low-mass candidates (see Table 2 ) compared with those of known Tuc-Hor members (Torres et al. 2008 ). The dashed line highlights the region considered in this study (see Section 3.1). Table 2 candidate objects. Ks magnitudes come from 2MASS; R comes from NOMAD, which in turn are drawn from either USNO-B1 or UCAC2. Given that the R magnitudes come from separate catalogs, we adopt a 0.3 magnitude error for R-Ks. This is shown as the approximate typical uncertainty (error bar at bottom center), which includes a 20% distance error. For the candidate objects, we use kinematic distances derived in our convergent point analysis (see Section 3.2). We do not show candidates whose properties indicate they may not be Tuc-Hor members (see Section 3.5, Appendix A, and Table 10 ). For comparison, we show members of the ∼50 Myr-old cluster IC2391, located 155 pc from Earth (Barrado y Navascués et al. 2001). Theoretical isochrones for age 30 Myr from Baraffe et al. (1998) and Siess et al. (2000) are also shown. The 3 Tuc-Hor members above the sequence with R-K between 2 and 3 are HD 3221, BD-20 951, and CD-53 544. BD-20 951 is a known spectroscopic binary, while CD-53 544 is a visual double (Torres et al. 2008) . . WiFeS spectra for our candidate objects. Spectra for J0202-31, J0220-58, J0259-42, and J0315-53 have R∼7000, all others have R∼3000. The vertical line indicates the location of the Li 6708Å absorption feature; only J0315-53 shows strong Li absorption. The feature near 6650Å for J0241-30 and 6680Å for J0259-42 is due to uncorrected cosmic ray hits. J0202-31 is a binary system. Figure 10 . Comparison of M-dwarf spectral subtypes determined from J-W2 color (see Section 2.3) and the TiO5 index from optical spectra (Reid et al. 1995) . Filled circles are from Table 2 . Open circles are candidate young stars published by Rodriguez et al. (2011) . J0324-27 is labeled with a star symbol to indicate that the spectral type is estimated from the near-IR spectrum (Section 3.3.2). J0259-42 and J0324-27 displays clear signs of excess IR emission, while J0215-56 is more ambiguous (see Figure 18 ). The IR excesses around TWA 32 and 2M1337 have been previously noted (Schneider et al. 2012a,b) . Table 2 Tuc-Hor candidates for which we have measured Na I (filled circles). The Na I index curve for TWA beyond M4.5 is not well constrained as only a single TWA member is used there (see Figure 1 in Lawson et al. 2009 ). Open circles denote ∼10-20 Myr-old TWA and Scorpius-Centaurus candidates from Rodriguez et al. (2011) analyzed in the same way. For spectral types earlier than M4, the Na I index is not a reliable means to distinguish between older field dwarfs and young (>10 Myr) moving group members. The Na I indices of most of the Tuc-Hor candidates later than M4 appear consistent with ages intermediate between that of TWA or the β Pic moving group (which have ages ∼10 Myr) and the field dwarf population ( 1 Gyr). . XYZ positions for candidates, adopting kinematic distances (see Section 3.2), compared to known members as drawn from Torres et al. (2008) . XYZ is defined in the same fashion as UVW, with X positive towards the Galactic center, Y in the direction of Galactic rotation, and Z positive towards the North Galactic Pole. The box outlines the spread of Tuc-Hor members (Torres et al. 2008) . A 10-pc error bar is also shown, which corresponds to a 20% distance uncertainty at the typical distance of 50 pc. Prominent outliers are labeled with their Table 2 index and are discussed in Appendix A. The three star symbols represent the three candidate Tuc-Hor members listed in Table 9 and shown in Figure 17 . Figure 17 . UVW velocities for candidates (see Table 9 and Appendix A) with measured radial velocities compared to several young moving groups (Torres et al. 2008) . A distance of 42 pc is used for J0236-52. J0220-58, J0236-52, and J0315-53 have XYZ consistent with Tuc-Hor membership as shown in Figure 16 . The small grey circles correspond to members of Tuc-Hor (Torres et al. 2006 (Torres et al. , 2008 . Table 2 Tuc-Hor candidates. Downward arrows denote systems for which upper limits at W 4 are available. J0259-42 and J0324-27 have clear infrared excesses, suggesting the possibility that warm (T∼300 K) dust orbits in a disk within these systems (see Appendix A). For comparison, the dusty systems in the sample of Rodriguez et al. (2011) are also shown and labeled (see also Schneider et al. 2012a,b) .
